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SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLASTICITY
OF GREENLAND GLACIERS

by
Joseph K. Landauer

SUMMARY

A series of deformation measurements have been selected

for preliminary studies on the plasticity of Greenland glacier ice.
The measurements to be reported on were obtained in the Red Rock
and TUTO tunnels in Northwest Greenland. Both tunnels were ex

cavated during the summer of 1955 with some additional work done
during the summer of 1956. Deformation measurements made up to
the end of the 1956 summer season, therefore, are of limited reli
ability, but certain trends appearing in these data seem worth re
porting. The topics discussed are (1) the shearing of an initially
vertical peg system at Red Rock, (2) the deformation of core holes
at TUTO, and (3) tunnel closure at both sites. These data are an
alyzed on the basis of laminar flow of the Nye type and certain
conclusions are derived.
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE PLASTICITY OF GREENLAND GLACIERS

Introduction.

1. Several deformation measurements

have been selected for preliminary studies
on the plasticity of Greenland glacier ice.
The measurements reported here were obtained
in the Red Rock and TUTO tunnels in North
west Greenland. Both tunnels were excavated
during the summer of 1955 with some addi
tional work done during the summer of 1956.
Deformation measurements made up to the end
of the 1956 summer season, therefore, are of
limited reliability, but certain trends appear
ing in these data seem worth reporting.

Experimental.

2. Figure 1 is a map of the area under
study. A section view of the Red Rock tunnel
is shown in Figure 2. Measurements were
made on the horizontal deformation of a verti

cal series of pegs placed in the pit wall.
Eight pegs, 8 in. apart, were placed by Hilty of the Ohio State group 50 days before the horizontal
deformations were determined (Goldthwait, 1957). The bottom peg was 8 in. above the apparent
floor ofthe glacier. Measurements were made by Hilty on the tunnel closure as measured by the
rate of approach of wooden pegs frozen into the tunnel wall.

At TUTO (Fig. 3), closure was measured by the approach of wooden pegs installed in 1955
by Grosvenor and Rausch (1955) and the approach of 2-in.-long steel pegs placed in 1956 and
measured over a 16-day period. Also, at TUTO, core holes that were circular in 1955 had become
elliptical by 1956 and measurements were made on these.
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Figure 2. Plan and longitudinal section of
Red Rock ice tunnel for 1955.
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Figure 3. TUTO tunnel for 1955.
Dips of dirt bands are shown.

Analysis.

3. The shear ofglaciers. Consider an element lying a vertical distance Z below the
surface of a glacier with surface slope a (Fig. 4). The vertical stress, a, is:

a =pgZ (!)

and the maximum shear stress, r, is:
t = pgZ sin a cos a (2)
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where p is the density of the ice and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Nye (1953) proposed
a shear law, based on Glen's (1955) experimental results, in which the shear strain rate in the

direction of maximum shear stress, y, is:

'-tf (3)

where n and A are constants equal to 3.07 and
4.89 x 108, respectively, and all units are in centimeter-
gram-second.

For laminar flow any layer glides with a velocity,
V , which is the integral of the shear strain rate:

Figure 4. Coordinate system used.
U=UH +fzydZ

UH is the absolute velocity of the layer a distance H below the surface. H may be taken (but
this is not necessary) as the total thickness of the glacier, in which case I)H is the velocity of
slip on the glacier floor. From Equations 2 and 3, the above becomes:

"A
/l+l"-"«* -(4)"'* (4)

where yH is the shear strain rate at depth H from Equation 3. For depths almost equal to H,
Equation 4 can be expanded to:

V-V"=y \l-n(H^j\+n(n-l)(H^z\
H-Z YH\ 2\ H) 6 \H ) (5)

At Red Rock a measurement over a 50-day period ending 18 August 1956 showed that the
relative horizontal velocity of pegs placed in the wall of a vertical shaft increased with height
above the floor. This floor was bouldery and had all the appearances of being the true glacier
floor. Since the surface slope is about 12.5 deg, the observed horizontal velocities were divided
by cos 12.5 to obtain the velocity in the direction of maximum shear stress. The data are given
in Table I and shown in Figure 5. By extrapolating the velocity depth curve, it is seen that the

Table I. Red Rock Shaft

H-Z V'VH
Distance Up Velocity in Directions

from Apparent of Max Shear

Floor (cm) Stress (cm/sec)

0 0

20.3 1.66 x 10" 7

40.6 5.70

61.0 9.00

81.3 13.5

101.6 16.8

122.0 19.5

142.3 22.2

162.6 24.2

v-u
H

H-Z - 12

(sec- -1)

20.0 x 10-9

19.9

18.4

19.5

18.7

17.7

17.1

16.1

0 10 20 30x10"'
u- a H(cm/sec)

LHi_„
H-Z-12*

„Q _!Q 20 30xl0"9

pSttMsec)-'

Figure 5. Shear of peg system in
Red Rock shaft.
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velocity is zero at a height of about 12 cm above the apparent floor. Perhaps these 12 cm represent
the depth of a local depression. Consistent results are obtained by assuming that H - 12 cm is
the true floor. In Figure 5 (U - (JH)/(H - Z - 12) is plotted against H- Z . The value of yH_
is the intercept at H - Z = 12 cm and is equal to 20.0 x 10-9 sec-1 . Two ways to calculate n
from these data are found from Equations 3 and 5. The shear stress is known from the thickness
(H = 40 m), density (p = 0.91 g/cm3), surface angle (a = 12.5°), and Equation 2, and is about
0.8 x 106 dyne/cm2 . Following Nye, the value of A in Equation 3 is taken as 4.9 x 10* cgs.
Solving Equation 3 for n gives n =± 2.79.

The second calculation is based on the limiting slope of (JJ - VH)/(H - Z - 12) vs H-Z
as H- Z approaches 12 cm. From Equation 5 this slope is -nyH_ l2/2(H - 12) and from Figure 5
equals -7 x 10" 12 sec" l cm- l . Again, using H= 40 m, n becomes 2.80. These calculations
for n depend on imperfectly known experimental data and
the agreement between the two calculations may be less
perfect than is indicated here. z

The shear occurring in the TUTO tunnel can be in
ferred from the change in shape of horizontal core holes.
These holes, drilled in the tunnel wall normal to the tunnel

axis in 1955, were a few tens of centimeters deep with
initial diameters of 11.1 cm. In 1956 the shape of the holes
appeared elliptical with the major axis roughly parallel to
the direction of nearby dirt bands.

An analysis of this deformation can be made by
considering the deformation of a circle undergoing a Nye-
type laminar shear with simultaneous closure. For a

circle with dimensions small compared to the ice thick
ness it can be seen from Equation 5 that:

dV =
dZ YH

(6) Figure 6. Shear deformation of circular
hole. Original radius is a and

amount of shear is tan <f> •

where U is the velocity in the ^-direction in the coordinate system of Figure 6. It will be
sufficient to calculate the new shape considering no translation of the origin. Small deforma
tions will be assumed. In the time, t, a point on the original circle will move from Xn, Zn to

xo + rZi
X = z = z0/c2

Here,

v = yHt (7)

is the amount of shear in time

of the X- and Z-axes.
t, and C and C„ are coefficients of closure in the directions

The equation of the original circle is: a2 = X 2 + Z 2 .

On deformation this becomes:

o2 =(C1A-C2yZ)2 + C 2Z: (8)
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Transformation to the primed set of axes by a rotation, 0, is effected by the equations:

X = X' cos 0 - Z' sin e
(9)

Z = X* sin 0 + Z' cos 0 .

Substituting Equation 9 in Equation 8, the deformed circle is expressed in the primed coordinate
system as

a2 =A'2|C12cos2 0+C22(l +y2)sin2 6-2Cx C2 ysin 0cos 01 +
Z'2 \C2 sin2 0+C22 (l +y2)cos2 6> +2C1C2y sin 0cos 01+
2A'Z« t^y (sin2 0- cos2 0) +(C22 y2 -Cx2 +C22) sin 0cos 0j . (10)

This is an ellipse whose principal axes are in the direction of the coordinate system when the
coefficient of the mixed term is zero or

t«2»- 2C'C»X . (ID

The lengths of the semimajor and semiminor axes are, respectively, the value of X' when
Z' is zero and the value of Z1 when X' is zero as calculated from Equation 10.

According to Nye(1953, Equation 18)the stresses on a tunnel wall are twice as great in the
circumferential as in the longitudinal direction. The circumferential stress, which corresponds to the
Z-axis stress acting on the core hole, is also twice as large as the effective stress for radial closure.
The effective radial stress is, therefore, equal to the longitudinal (or A^axis) stress, and the strain rate
for core-hole closure in the Z-direction, in the absence of shear, would be identical to the strain rate
of closure of the tunnel. In the Z-direction the closure rate will be assumed to be double that of the
tunnel. This assumption may need some revision at a later time but is probably sufficiently accurate
for the present calculations.

The core holes studied were from positions about 500 ft inside the tunnel where H = 50 m;
the surface angle, a , about 4 deg; and the tunnel closure rate about 13% per year. From Equation
2, the shear stress is 0.31 x 106 dyne/cm2 and, using n = 2.80 and A = 4.89 x 108 with Equa
tions 3 and 7, the shear in 1 yr is y = 0.07. Derived from the tunnel closure rate, C^ is 1.13
and C is taken as 1.26.

The angle of rotation can now be calculated from Equation 11 and is 0 = 16.5 deg.
Originally, the diameter of the core hole was 11.1 cm. Using Equation 10, the lengths of the major
and minor axes of the ellipse are found (Table II).

Table n. Calculated and Observed To compare the observed and calculated rotation

the TuVoTurTe'l Core Holes °f the COre h°leS' {t mUSt be n°ted tHat the calculated angle
was measured from the direction of maximum shear stress

Axis Cal(cmred °b(Scm)ed and' therefore' 4deS should be subtracted from this value
to obtain the rotation from the horizontal. The calculated

2a' 9.9 9.8->10.0

26' 8.7 8.0-> 8.9
rotation is then 6 = 12.5 deg. This compares adequately
with the observed dips, which are between 10 and 17 deg.

Observed and calculated angles of rotation and lengths of axes agree only for the limited
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range of values of n between about 2.75 and 2.85; n = 2.80 was found to give the best values for

0 and was therefore used.

The observation that the core holes appear less elliptical with depth into the tunnel wall
can be explained by the fact that the stress condition becomes more nearly hydrostatic away from
the tunnel wall. Consequently, C approaches the value of C and the eccentricity decreases.
For C equal to C there is still an eccentricity but for the small amount of shear at TUTO it
becomes almost negligible. However, since tunnel closure is accompanied by a circumferential
shortening, C will always be greater than one. An ice-filled core hole in a tunnel which is not
stretching will have C = 1.0 and C = 1 + the percentage tunnel closure.

Tunnel closure. The calculations for tunnel closure are based directly on Nye's equation
(Nye, 1953):

(12)

w/

where i is the closure strain rate and o is the hydrostatic stress. Using the observed closure
rates and the value of A previously used, n can be calculated. The values of n are given in
Table III.

Conclusions Table III. n Calculated from Tunnel Data

TjinaeL

4. Uncertainty in the experimen

tal data can be expected to limit the reli- H Thickness of ice (m)
ability of the calculated results. How- a. Hydrostatic pressure (kg/cm2)

£ Measured closure rate (sec )
ever, very large changes in motion are n Calculated from closure
reflected by very small changes inn. a Surface angle (deg)

T on63r stress (lc^/cm )
It is, therefore, unlikely that the calcu- n Calculated from shear
lated values of n are far from those

that might be calculated from more precise data.

The assumption that A is a constant and that n varies is somewhat arbitrary, but is
based on the knowledge that the densities, grain sizes and orientations, and temperatures of the
ice from the two tunnels are similar. Actually, the ice temperature at Red Rock is about -11 C
while at TUTO it is about -8 C. This difference should be small insofar as plasticity is
concerned.

The differences in the calculated values of n can be understood by considering that
shear stresses are less than 1 kg/cm2 while the hydrostatic stresses used in the closure calcu
lations are about 5 kg/cm2. The use of a simple power law for the flow equation is an over
simplification. Glen's experimental data (1955) confirm this in the low stress region where lower
values of n could well be used. Jellinek and Brill (1956) also observed a flow law changing
from linear at low stresses to a higher power at stresses greater than about 1 kg/cm2.

The use of both closure and shear data in tunnels leads to a better understanding of the
flow law, for at any position the strains resulting from two stresses of considerably different
magnitudes are obtained. Observations at positions of various ice thicknesses and surface
slopes can lead to a more detailed flow law.

Red Rock TUTO

40 50

3.6 4-5 o
5.5 X 10"9 4.1 X 10**
3.15 3.25

12.5 4
0.8 0.31

2.80 2.80
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